Case Study

Overcoming growth challenges with
a super-scalable localization platform

HIGHLIGHTS
Up to 3 times more scalable than Xing’s old solution –
supporting triple the projects, locales and word count
Streamlines and simplifies localization process
Powerful and versatile platform supporting all
kinds of software environments

About XING
With more than 12 million members, XING is the leading online
business network in German-speaking countries. Used by employees
from every industry, XING helps people to connect with one another
and look for jobs, new hires, expert advice, and business ideas.
Headquartered in Hamburg, XING employs more than 1,000 people
and generated revenues of over EUR 140 million in 2016.
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CUSTOMER: XING
The leading social network for business professionals in the German-speaking market, XING provides more than 12 million members
with a platform to connect and collaborate. A hub for job-seeking, hiring, news and idea-sharing, XING propels careers and drives business
success in every industry.
As XING’s operations expanded, it found that its outdated translation
management solution lacked the process streamlining and collaboration features required to meet evolving business needs. By replacing
the aging software with PhraseApp – an all-in-one, web-based localization platform – XING has streamlined translation, simplified management, and enabled scalability.
CHALLENGE: GROWING PAINS
For businesses operating in a multilingual environment, releasing
new resources is rarely as simple as creating a single, native-language
version – to maximize reach, localization is an essential step. Translating text into numerous different languages can be a time-consuming
process and without an effective translation management solution
in place, localization can often delay the release of new products and
features.
This is something that XING knows all too well. With as many as 250
resources needing to be translated into ten languages each week, the
business relies on its localization management platform to coordinate
its vast number of localization projects. And, with XING enjoying a strong
growth trajectory, its localization requirements have steadily increased.
As a consequence, the business network found that its translation solution was in need of powerful additional features.
Guido Behrenswerth, Copywriting & Content Strategy Team Lead at
XING, explains: “Our existing translation management platform lacked
the scalability to meet the growing needs of our business, and it was
beginning to suffer from performance and reliability issues as a result.
Its heritage code would have been very difficult to maintain in the long
run. It was clear that it was time to look for a new solution."
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If left unchecked, these issues would have risked delaying XING’s
release cycle, negatively impacting the platform's pace of development
– and XING knew that as its business continued to expand, the problem
would only get worse.
SOLUTION: PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS
XING wanted a new translation platform that was faster, more reliable,
more functional, and more scalable. It looked at several different solutions, and – following a thorough evaluation process – the company’s engineers, copywriters and translators unanimously agreed that
PhraseApp was the best choice.
“PhraseApp stood out for a number of reasons,” recalls Guido Behrenswerth. “The quality of the product itself, PhraseApp’s willingness to listen to feedback and feature requests, and the quick and helpful customer support were all decisive factors in our decision. It also didn’t hurt
that PhraseApp is almost literally our next-door neighbor in Hamburg."

“Thanks to PhraseApp, we can expand our
business and product portfolio without ever
having to worry about localization.”
Guido Behrenswerth
Copywriting & Content Strategy Team Lead, XING

Above all though, XING was impressed with the solution’s versatility. PhraseApp supports all kinds of software environments and it
can be quickly set up to work with both small and complex projects.
PhraseApp’s versatility – 38 localization file formats across various platforms and programming languages – is highly beneficial for XING, given
that its services run on a variety of platforms and use a number of different frameworks and programming languages.
A leading-edge translation management solution, PhraseApp offers
many features, including a powerful API and an intuitive central dashboard, that are designed to streamline all aspects of the localization
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process, making it easy for XING to create and manage its translation
projects. Delivered as a web-based service, PhraseApp is also highly
scalable – easily capable of supporting XING’s increasing localization
requirements.
BENEFITS: SUPERIOR SCALABILITY, POWERFUL FUNCTIONALITY
“Our main goal was to improve scalability,” says Guido Behrenswerth.
“And there is no doubting that we have met that objective. PhraseApp is
up to three times more scalable than our old system: it can handle many
simultaneous projects, locales, and a much greater word count.”
Additionally, with PhraseApp in place many localization tasks are now
much simpler than they used to be. Thanks to the API, it’s become easier
for XING to create projects, add languages, upload keys, and update resources. New verification options have helped streamline the proofreading process, and automated suggestions simplify translation. As a result,
PhraseApp offers improvements throughout the entire localization process, and it’s been well received by everyone involved: engineers, copywriters, and translators.
Guido Behrenswerth concludes: “Thanks to PhraseApp, we can expand
our business and product portfolio without ever having to worry about
localization. It’s a future-proof solution and we’re confident it will support
XING as we continue to grow.”
About PhraseApp
Since 2011, PhraseApp has been working to simplify software localization
helping developers save time and maximize translation quality to rapidly
reach global audiences. To learn more about our localization platform, or
to begin your free trial, please visit PhraseApp.com.

Start your free trial now

